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FOREWORD
In preparing this Foreword to Fundamental Optical Design, the first of two volumes of work by my late husband, Dr. Michael Kidger, I thought it fitting that the reader should know more about the "man." You may ask, "What was he like?" What was it about him that made so many of his friends and colleagues send in letters of tribute with donations, so that we were able to establish the Michael Kidger Memorial Scholarship annual award?
Michael and I met in 1955, when he was still a student. Such was his academic ability that in his final school year he was awarded a Royal Scholarship to Imperial College, London, and also a County Major Scholarship from the County of Worcestershire, UK, where he lived.
Michael's interest and enthusiasm for lens design was stimulated by Professor Walter Welford, who lectured in lens design at Imperial College as part of the undergraduate course. After graduating, Michael continued his research at Imperial College and was awarded an MSc. He left Imperial College in 1960 to work with Rank Taylor Hobson in Leicester. At Rank he worked on a range of optical products, but particularly on zoom and fixed focus camera lenses. Later in his life he developed an interest in cameras, building up a comprehensive collection, as well as a selection of screw lenses.
Michael continued his interest in flying gliders, which he had started at the Lasham Gliding Club when he was an undergraduate. While on vacation at the Cambridge Gliding Club in 1963, during what seemed to be a week of long hot summer days, it was his delight to fly and to take advantage of the weather and resulting thermals.
In these early years for Michael, the Applied Optics Section of the Physics Department at Imperial College included a group who individually and collectively were clever and inspiring. They had considerable insight into the future developments in computer-aided optical design and in the development and applications of lens design. This prestigious and dedicated group of academic professionals included Professor Charles Wynne, Professor Harold H. Hopkins, Professor Walter Welford, and Professor W. D. Wright.
In 1963 Michael was invited to join this group as a research assistant to develop raytracing programs. Using an IBM 7090 computer he rewrote the group's damped least squares software in FORTRAN, adapting programs written by his colleagues to investigate double Gauss designs. He was awarded his Ph.D. for this work in 1971. Subsequently he was appointed a lecturer in the Physics Department of Imperial College. He held this appointment for over 20 years.
Michael's interests went well beyond his professional expertise. During weekends he took time to make and fly model gliders. He built a model engine, thus following in the footsteps of his father and grandfather. As a young boy he would ride on his bicycle around the countryside and visit various train stations to take photographs of the trains. An album of early steam engines exists as a permanent record of these trips.
As the power and speed of microcomputers increased, software developed to take advantage of the new technology. Consequently the FORTRAN programs were rewritten into HPBasic under Michael's direction. In 1978, after pressure from Michael, the optics group at Imperial College obtained a Hewlett Packard 9845. Then came the HP85 portable computer, upon which Michael rewrote many of the large programs. He demonstrated his programs at the 1980 International Lens Design Conference in Oakland, California, where his work excited many of those attending the meeting.
While all these developments were taking place, Michael continued with his lectures at Imperial College. In addition to a considerable amount of undergraduate teaching, he also taught graduate optics for the MSc program. Then, by persuading the college to equip the first-year laboratories with HP85s, he completely changed the teaching of computing to first-year undergraduates. As a result of this innovation students were freed from the burden of unnecessary handwritten notes. They took their first step forward in the use of computers as a fundamental tool in the pursuit of their future profession. For this generation of students and those to follow, Michael had championed a major step forward in their competitive and professional development.
Michael found that there was considerable interest in his lens design program. To his surprise, companies and individuals wanted to buy it, but as he said, "I wrote it to use for myself, not to sell." However, in 1982 after careful discussion we decided to establish Kidger Optics Ltd. As part of our work with the company we started to exhibit widely with SPIE-The International Society for Optical Engineering, both in the United States and internationally. As we traveled worldwide we often met Michael's former students, who enjoyed exchanging news with him.
Although we had formed a business, it was in teaching that Michael really came alive. Not only did he possess an unending wealth of information about lens design-there never was a question he could not answer-he was a natural teacher. He brought to his teaching kindness and humor, with a considerable intuitive understanding of the problems of the student, of whatever age.
Michael began the lens design courses whilst still at Imperial College early in the 1980s, supported by Dr. Walter Welford. He continued the courses after the formation of Kidger Optics, subsequently giving them all over the world. The lectures he gave covered a full spectrum of knowledge in all aspects of lens design. Some were at a "basic" level, some at a "higher" level. He believed profoundly that the purpose of the courses was to teach the student about lens design and not "to sell SIGMA," his computer-aided optical design program. These were five-day courses incorporating a mixture of teaching followed by instruction, with practical use of examples.
Michael was the kind of person who "got on with the job." If his work was innovative or remarkable to others, for him it was no more than he should have done.
Throughout his life Michael had a great love of cricket. It was his obsession once the cricket season was under way, and particularly the cricket Test Series, when it seemed that each room in our home had a radio or TV switched on, so that not a piece of the game should be missed if he moved from one room to the next. When he was traveling it was my job to fax copies of the various newspaper reports to him, wherever he was. His love of cricket led to his love of Australia and the Australian people. Somehow, he managed to fit in a lens design course in Australia whenever there was a Test Match. In Sydney he worked with his friend and colleague Dr W. H. Steel, giving lens design courses. As a result of one of the courses he met a fellow cricket enthusiast, Richard Walmsley. They watched cricket at the Adelaide cricket ground, developing and enjoying a continuing friendship over the years.
Michael enjoyed music-all things musical had been central to the Kidger lives, and he shared his love of opera with his son David. With his daughter Julia, her husband Ian, and our family dogs, he enjoyed visits to the country fairs. These were special times for him.
He had a remarkable wealth of knowledge. There never seemed to be any question or issue that we could not discuss, or on which he was not well informed. He was a patient, extremely kind and clever man, with a quiet sense of humor, who though reluctant to speak of his own abilities was quick to recognize the abilities of others.
I hope that this Foreword has brought you closer to the "man." To give you another "picture" and further understanding, I am pleased to include David Williamson's letter that he sent to me shortly after Michael died. This tribute brings together so much that so many of his colleagues and students wrote to me in their tributes to Michael. David writes:
"As you may know, Michael was a great influence in my choice of lens design as a career, as well as my teacher in the mysteries of geometrical optics and aberration theory. Looking back, I can see how lucky I was to have studied at Imperial College then-it has certainly served me well over the years. Even now, when my bosses and customers in the U.S. are telling me I am using too many lenses or mirrors with impossible tolerances, I think back to how Michael may have dealt with the situation-a wry smile and a few well-chosen words. Rarely am I as calm, clear or succinct as he, but the guidance is still there! Of course the simplicity and clarity of his teachings have helped countless people over the years."
We live in an exciting age of tremendous technological developments. Those men and women who have chosen a career in lens design have a special gift with which to work, enabling them to be strong contributors to the great advances that are being made in science and technology. In working with exciting and innovative new equipment, we should remember that, as in the past, it is the man or woman and their capabilities that interpret and provide the required results; the equipment, the computer, the software, are the tools for this creation and innovation. This book is about learning the many parts of lens design that you need to know to enable you to achieve what you want in your research and your workplace. Michael was always available to answer any questions; his book will continue to answer your questions. He would want you to enjoy everything about lens design, to use your knowledge together with the latest technology to enable you to find the very best results, to go forward as he did.
You are now his students-I know he would wish you every success.
In conclusion, I want to recognize the long and dedicated efforts of Don O'Shea-President of SPIE, 2000-for his work on this book. I also want to recognize David Williamson, a former student of Michael's, without whom this book would not have been possible. David worked tirelessly over very many months reviewing, editing, and incorporating the heart of Michael's work into the manuscript. I would also like to acknowledge the help of the SPIE staff, in particular Rick Hermann. I want to acknowledge the work of Brian Blandford who has carefully reviewed the text, correcting and adding material. I would also like to thank colleagues and friends for their assistance. .
Tina E. Kidger September 2001
PREFACE
This volume is based on Michael Kidger's short course for SPIE entitled "Fundamental Optical Design." It reviews basic geometrical optics and thirdorder aberration theory, using the nomenclature and sign conventions of the Optical Design Group at Imperial College in the 1960s given in W.T. Welford's book, Aberrations of Optical Systems. Michael's courses for SPIE were abbreviated forms of workshops that he taught for Kidger Optics. In these short courses, Michael concentrated on the application of this theory to the design of a variety of simple optical systems, with students spending about half of the course time working on these lenses with Michael's optical design code, SIGMA, under his supervision. This book attempts to re-create, for the reader, the teaching style and practical work that made these courses so popular with students all around the world. The design examples include prescriptions and aberration data generated by SIGMA, although the interested reader will find sufficient data to further explore the designs with any available optical design software.
With the advent of the PC in the 1980s, such software has become much more accessible to engineers and scientists without formal training in optics. Michael's short courses were aimed at such newcomers to what can seem, at first, a very daunting field. He always emphasized the need to understand why a particular lens works (or, more commonly, does not work!), rather than to blindly hope that the optimization code will find a miraculous, practical solution. In fact, the earlier Imperial College courses on optical design did not encourage access to an optimization program (in the 1960s and 1970s, residing on mainframe computers) until well after the student had a thorough understanding of geometrical optics and third-order aberration theory. This more academic approach, as part of a master's course in applied optics, encouraged a certain intangible "feel" for the subject that had the potential to develop into a more intuitive approach as experience was gained with a wider variety of optical systems, some of which might be novel or innovative.
In spite of the enormous improvements in computing power, optical design remains a discipline that is best developed in apprenticeship to a master practitioner. Traditionally, this takes years, but Michael gave many students a brief taste of this mysterious process of osmosis for a few days or hours. In the fast-paced modern world, this is becoming increasingly rare and precious, and it is hoped that this book at least provides a glimpse of it for posterity.
One of the reasons optical design is not easily learned from a textbook is that, in many cases, it is a necessary but not sufficient condition that the third-order aberrations are correctable. When fifth-and higher-order aberrations dominate, as they do at the larger apertures and field sizes often required, analytical dissection of the problem starts to fail, and optimization codes, experience and intuition become the designer's principal "tools of the trade." In the commercial world, there is also the need to find a design that is manufacturable, often with conflicting requirements of low cost and high performance. A second volume, Intermediate Optical Design, will explore some of these issues-applied to more complex designs-but the intermediate material will remain firmly grounded in the foundations of this first volume.
Most of the material in these volumes originates either directly from Michael's course notes, or from the unfinished book that he was working on. The editing process has included, for completeness, the addition of some material, while at the same time trying to retain Michael's original intent and style. In the first volume, this includes a brief discussion of pupil aberrations, some additional visual optical designs, as well as some catadioptric astronomical telescopes. Our hope is that Michael would be pleased with the result! 
